
 

Software Developer 

 

nanoGrid is a young company specialized in the development of the newest technologies 
for monitoring and control of systems related to energy consumption and sustainability. 

The nanoGrid technology and our services allow our customers to monitor and control their 
energy consumption. This enables them to reduce cost and their carbon footprint. 

The role 

The Software Developer contributes to the front-end development of the nanoGrid web 
application and to the end-to-end development of nanoGrid mobile applications (Apple 
iPad). 

Your challenges 

• End to End development: Develop, test, implement and maintain the nanoGrid 
mobile applications; 

• Front end development for nanoGrid web application; 

• Manage planning & progress: Manage your individual sprint planning and reporting 

progress; 

• 3rd line support for application issues: Perform application support, debug and 
resolve technical issues; 

• Technical design: Help with analysis of functional requirements and convert them 
into technical implementation specifications. 

Your talent 

• You are experienced in Vue, SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Docker, JIRA; 
• Experience with PHP and/ or experience with time series databases is not a must but 

a-nice-to-have; 
• You are proficient in Dutch and English;  
• You dare to ask questions and you want to share your knowledge with us; 
• You are driven and dynamic. You like being involved in a project from A till Z: 

analyzing new features, optimizing the code, implementing bug fixes, identifying 
risks, integrating feedback from engineers and technicians, etc.; 

• You can work independently but you enjoy teamwork as well. You communicate 
openly and clearly to fellow developers and team lead; 

• You feel closely involved with energy / environment topics. 

Our offer 

A hybrid way of working (3 days at the office and 2 days working from home) after 
onboarding period. A full-time fixed contract in a growing company within a dynamic, 



 

young team with a great deal of innovative spirit. We offer a competitive salary package, 
including extended extralegal benefits.  

How to apply 

Send your CV and motivation letter to petya.nikolova@nanogrid.com 

If we seem like a good match, we quickly jump into action. Starting with an introduction 
(face-to-face or virtually). 
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